This Valentine’s Day we wanted to feature one of our mostmemorable couples, who truly exuded love for one another
through and through: Lindsay and Jaron.
This couple was so sweet throughout the whole planning process
and laid-back on the big day – they simply adored each
other and wanted a chic, yet casual and intimate wedding with
their closest loved ones.
So to make it the perfect day, they enlisted the help of some
top-knotch vendor partners:
Event Planner: Pink Champagne Events
Occasions Event Designer: Katie Quinn, Occasions Catering
Venue: Moss Denver
Photo: Meigan Canfield
Florals: Project Floral
Dessert: VooDoo Doughnuts

Cake: The Makery
Rentals: Yonder House
Dress: BHLDN Weddings
Invitations: Oh Deer Paperie
Hair + Makeup: Glam Team Colorado
DJ: Encore Entertainment
We absolutely loved all the unique touches each
vendor contributed to the big day. Check out the insider
interview here…Be sure to read our behind-the-scenes interview
with Event Planner Jessica McTaggart here…
What was your favorite part about Lindsay & Jaron’s wedding?
I loved their color palette. It was soft and romantic, but
sophisticated and chic. Typically in an industrial space such
as Moss, I see much darker tones, with very little color. 
How would you describe the overall “look” or theme of the
wedding?
It was definitely Industrial Chic with a twist of Bohemian.
Why did the couple choose Moss over other venues?
They both love the city and wanted to share it with their
friends and family. They also liked the exposed brick,
existing chandeliers, and hanging Edison bulbs. It provided
the backdrop they desired, without adding a ton of décor.
Any unique challenges that arose in the planning that you were
able to overcome?
Lindsay and Jaron wanted a casualand “no-fuss” reception, that
would allow them to mingle and hang with their closest friends
and family. However, they also wanted to show a ton of
hospitality to their guests. In lieu of a seated/plated
dinner, guests were treated to a never-ending cocktail
reception, complete with amazing nibbles from Occasions, sweet

treats from The Makery and VooDoo Doughnuts, and fabulous
drinks from PEAK. All the while having the time of their lives
on the dance floor and in the photo booth.
How would you describe Lindsay and Jaron?
Seriously, THE SWEETEST COUPLE ever!!! Their love for each
other, their puppy dog Finley, their friends & family, and
people in general, exuded on their wedding day. To give an
example of how amazingly sweet these two are – they ordered
chocolate chip cookies for their vendor team to enjoy during
setup! I mean, how thoughtful is that?! Love them!!

